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Bring a dash of post-modern design into your home interiors 

with this streamlined contemporary collection. An assortment of 

indoor and outdoor furniture, every product featured in the line is 

the epitome of brilliant design and engineering. The outdoor pieces 

in this line speaks of minimalism and functionality whereas, one 

can experience quirk to its maximum extent with the sensational 

and uber-cool indoor furniture line. A blend of unconventional 

form and subdued palette, every piece in this collection 

epitomizes craftsmanship.



SOPHIA CHAIR
Boasting a quirky design form, the Sophia Chair from our 

collection makes a sturdy pick for any interior. Embrace 

style and swivel in the world of luxury with the uber-chic 

design of the Sophia Chair. The color palette of the chair has 

been enhanced by the brass finished legs. Crafted of steam 

beech wood, this makes a sturdy piece for any interior.

Material: Steamed Beech Wood, Brass Legs & PU

Dimensions: W*D*H: 65*61*82 cm

Seat Height: 49 cm

Weight: 16 kg



MIA CHAIR
Immerse in the world of luxury and comfort with the 

design of the Mia Chair. An ergonomic pick, the chair 

adds a refined finesse to any interior. The subdued palette 

is sure to enhance the existing setup without overwhelming 

the ensemble. Add to the style of your home with the 

aesthetically pleasing outlook of the product.

Material: Steamed Beech Wood Frame, PU & Jute

Dimensions: W*D*H: 59*52*76 cm

Seat Height: 54 cm

Weight: 12 kg



KINGLY CHAIR
Bring a regal appeal to your home interiors with the 

silhouette of the Kingly Chair. The blend of aesthetic 

and ergonomics, the product is sure to stylize any 

contemporary space with its unconventional appeal. 

Revel in the comfort of the chair and add to the style 

of your place.

Material: Teakwood, FRP Back, Brass Dome, 

Jute & PU

Dimensions: W*D*H: 64*60*93 cm

Seat Height: 53 cm



KIARA CHAIR
Comfortable and luxury are what defines the Kiara Chair. 

Revel in the domain of luxury with the aesthetically 

pleasing and sumptuous piece from Bent Chair. The color 

palette of the product makes it the perfect pick for any 

contemporary home interior.

Material: Steamed Beech Wood Frame & Velvet

Dimensions: W*D*H: 66*80*106 cm

Seat Height: 46 cm

Weight: 30 kg



REGAL CHAIR
Dwell in luxury and regality with the form of the Regal Chair. 

Adding a comfortable aspect to your home interior, the chair 

has an eye-pleasing outlook. Crafted of Steam Beechwood, 

the chair makes a sturdy piece for any space. The subtle 

color palette of the piece adds elegance to an otherwise 

mundane space.

Material: Steam Beech Wood Structure, 

Teakwood Legs & Velvet

Dimensions: W*D*H: 96*90*124 cm

Seat Height: 49 cm

Weight: 32 kg



BIANCA CHAIR
Enhancing the aura of any space, the Bianca Chair is a 

must-have for any contemporary home interior. The flashy 

and sleek outlook of the chair makes it the crowning glory 

of your space. Add to the style quotient of your room with 

the design form of the exemplary chair. Bring home vibrancy 

with the color palette of the Bianca Chair.

Material: MS Frame, Decorative Aluminium on 

Legs & Top, Polyester & Velvet

Dimensions: W*D*H: 58*62*105 cm

Seat Height: 51 cm

Weight: 11 kg



CLIN CHAIR
Bring a dash of vibrancy in your home interiors with the 

design form and color palette of the Jazzy Chair. Maximal 

in form and outlook, the chair is the best companion for 

any contemporary space. Adorn your home with style and 

elegance with the presence of this stunning chair. Further 

accentuating the appeal of the chair is the plush upholstery 

enveloping the piece.

Material: Teakwood and Antique Gold Black 

Satin Finished, Polyester & Velvet

Dimensions: W*D*H: 60*65*93 cm

Seat Height: 52 cm

Weight: 11 kg



CLIN CHAIR
Bring a dash of vibrancy in your home interiors with the 

design form and color palette of the Jazzy Chair. Maximal 

in form and outlook, the chair is the best companion for 

any contemporary space. Adorn your home with style and 

elegance with the presence of this stunning chair. Further 

accentuating the appeal of the chair is the plush upholstery 

enveloping the piece.

Material: Teakwood and Antique Gold Black 

Satin Finished, Polyester & Velvet

Dimensions: W*D*H: 60*65*93 cm

Seat Height: 52 cm

Weight: 11 kg



ORIEL BAR CHAIR
An amalgamation of richness and aesthetics, the Oriel 

Chair is here to enhance the visual appeal of any space. 

With a mid-century design form, this product will surely 

complement any contemporary space with its exquisite 

structure. Take home this brilliant product and add a 

statement focal point to your abode.

Material: PVD Coated Stainless Steel Frame, 

Polyester & Velvet

Dimensions: W*D*H: 54*54*107 cm

Seat Height: 81 cm

Weight: 30 kg



GRANDE BAR CHAIR
Sensetionalize your home interiors with the plush and

luxe Grande Bar Chair. The rich color palette with the 

gold-plated legs makes this product a necessity for every 

contemporary space. Take home this brilliant piece and 

make your home a statement for the onlookers.

Material: PVD Coated Stainless Steel Frame,

PU, Velvet & Leather

Dimensions: W*D*H: 54*67*117 cm

Seat Height: 84 cm

Weight: 12 kg



PLIANT BENCH
Add an unconventional appeal to your interiors with 

the undulating design form of the Pliant Bench. The 

subtle color creates an unmatched appeal along with 

the quirky silhouette of the product. The subdued color 

palette is in perfect contrast to the quirky form, making 

it a perfect pick for any contemporary setup.

Material: Steam Beech Wood Structure,

Aluminium Legs & Velvet

Dimensions: W*D*H: 148*78*79 cm

Seat Height: 41 cm



ANNETTE
DINING TABLE 1
Bring a dash of style and glamour to your home interiors 

with the chic and trendy Annette Coffee Table. Featuring 

an inlay design on the top, this product boasts of a vintage 

form. Revel in the glory crafted by this exquisite piece and 

upgrade the style of your space. A must-have addition for 

any space, the table is the paragon of workmanship.

Material: White Marble Top with Pearl Brown 

Inlay with Mop, Onyx & Teakwood Base

Dimensions: Dia*H: 107*66 cm



ANNETTE
DINING TABLE 2
Bring a dash of style and glamour to your home interiors 

with the chic and trendy Annette Coffee Table. Featuring 

an inlay design on the top, this product boasts of a vintage 

form. Revel in the glory crafted by this exquisite piece and 

upgrade the style of your space. A must-have addition for 

any space, the table is the paragon of workmanship.

Material: White Marble Top with Pearl Brown 

Inlay with Mop, Onyx & Teakwood Base

Dimensions: Dia*H: 137*67 cm



KYLO DINING TABLE
Stylize your home interiors with the rich and glamorous 

appeal of the Kylo Table. The color palette of this product 

takes its visual appeal class apart from its counterparts. 

Add a sensuous point to your home interiors with the 

hand-crafted elegance of this piece. 

Material: PVD Coated Stainless Steel Frame, 

Veneer Top With Resin & MOP

Dimensions: W*D*H: 77*77*73 cm



VIENNA DINING TABLE
Chicness never goes out of style. Proving this, the Vienna 

Table becomes a must-have for every modern space. 

Adhering to the idea of minimalism, this exemplary piece 

boasts of a nominal design form and subtle color palette. 

Take home this paragon of luxe and amplify the style of 

your home threefold.

Material: Exotic Pink Marble Top and MS Base 

Dimensions:  Dia*H: 76*76 cm (Small)

Dimensions:  Dia*H: 76*107 cm  (Big)



Material: Polyresin & LED Light
Dimensions: W*D*H: 106*106*38 cm

Weight: 34 kg

Material: Clear Polyresin & LED Light
Dimensions: W*D*H: 72*72*92 cm

Material: Clear Polyresin & LED Light
Dimensions: W*D*H: 100*100*98 cm

Weight: 17 kg

Material: Clear Polyresin & LED Light
Dimensions: W*D*H: 62*62*79 cm

Weight: 6 kg

Material: Clear Polyresin & LED Light
Dimensions: Dia*H: 87*173 cm

CROWD CHANDELIER

ILENE CHANDELIER

HELEN CHANDELIER PEACOCK FLOOR LIGHT

DRAWSTRING
CHANDELIER
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